REACH AND CHEMICAL
CAPABILITIES IN THE
CHEMICALS SECTOR

KEY ISSUES FACING YOU
• Development of ecologically superior
processes and materials
• Increasing and often inconsistent chemical
regulation in multiple jurisdictions
• Higher energy prices
• Developing alternative technologies
• Replacing heavy metals
• Increasing efficiency and longevity
• Maximising resources
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OUR SERVICES
Major players in today’s chemical industry
face global challenges that call for global
legal counsel capabilities. Squire Patton
Boggs’ global chemical industry group helps
clients manage their concerns and capitalise
on growth opportunities around the world.
Advising chemical trading companies, fertilizer
suppliers, petrochemical groups, plastics and
rubber makers, producers of powder coatings,
recyclers of petroleum refining residuals and
specialty chemical manufacturers, our chemical
industry group is among the industry’s most
seasoned professionals. We have advised
leaders in chemical manufacturing, marketing
and distribution for decades – providing
seamless, comprehensive advice across the
spectrum of challenges and opportunities that
can arise.
We do this by drawing on the experience
of lawyers from other Squire Patton Boggs
practices, as needed, including:
• Antitrust, competition and international
trade
• Capital markets
• Corporate transactions, finance and
governance
• Intellectual property
• Litigation and alternative dispute resolution
• Toxic torts
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Squire Patton Boggs advises some of the
largest global corporations in devising and
implementing REACH compliance programs.
The practice has advised several giant
corporations in connection with major EU
regulatory developments. Our practice is
recognized as one of the leading legal practices
with REACH expertise in the UK and Brussels,
with Dave Gordon being recognised as a
leading individual by his peers and the legal
press.
The “REACH Revolution” has meant a
significant increase in the request for legal
assistance in connection with chemicals
legislation well beyond the boundaries of
chemical companies. Indeed, our clients
range from cosmetics producers to chemical
companies to defence and aerospace
contractors to metals producers. Clients
include Ineos, Baker Hughes, Goodyear, Revlon,
Boeing, Lubrizol, OM Group, Kemira, Shepherd
Company, Timken, and Arcelor Mittal.
Our REACH and Chemical regulatory team has
been providing EU chemical regulatory and
environmental counsel for over 20 years to
a large number of clients active in different
sectors, ranging from the cosmetic sector to
the petrochemical industry to metals producers
or to manufacturers of consumer goods. The
Brussels office regularly coordinates multicountry European projects relating to chemical
regulatory monitoring and compliance. We
are often invited to present on REACH in the
framework of international conferences and
seminars.

With regulatory changes such as REACH,
much of our recent global environmental
work has focused on issues there and
chemicals management in general. We closely
follow major international developments in
environmental matters, such as the Globally
Harmonized System (GHS) as implemented in
the EU through the CLP Regulation. We also
provide legal counsel to numerous governments
as they work to develop new regulatory
regimes as a precursor to EU accession.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Today, approximately 90 of our lawyers have
substantial experience serving the global
chemicals industry across a range of areas of
expertise:
• Advising a major Cosmetics Corporation
in connection with REACH consortium
agreements and registration issues.
• Advising a US producer of professional
suntan products in connection with EU
chemicals legislation affecting the labeling
of their products.
• Advising a major US fashion/apparel
producer in connection with REACH and
other EU and non-EU chemicals/registration
rules in 54 countries worldwide.
• Representing a US petrochemical company
in connection with the protection of
confidential information in the framework
of both REACH and of the previous EU
chemicals legislation.
• Advising a giant US defence contractor in
connection with REACH compliance and
candidate list additions.
• Advising several US specialty chemical
producers in connection with the
negotiation and drafting of several
consortia agreements for the registration of
chemicals.
• Advising a US producer of graphite
electrodes in connection with potentially
conflicting REACH and TSCA regulatory
requirements.
• Advising a number of importers on
managing risks-in their supply chains
relating to Substances of Very High
Concern potentially within their products
including advice on warranties and
indemnities and due diligence.

• Advising a chemicals sector client in the
negotiation of consortium documentation
and producing a precedent consortium
agreement and associated guidance
notes for internal use of the suite of
documentation.
• Advising a chemicals-sector trade
association on the contractual appointment
of partners to assist in the preparation of
technical data for dossier submission.
• Advising a chemical manufacturing
company on the implications of the new
GHS regime for an existing proposal to
harmonise classification and labelling.
• Advising a multinational chemical
manufacturer on modifications to their
contractual documentation associated with
their supply chain and creating precedent
documents to help them in negotiations
with their customers and suppliers.

• Providing advice and due diligence
reporting to various major corporations on
REACH compliance during the course of
sale and purchase transactions.
• Drafting a third party representative
appointment for a large multi-site EU
manufacturer.
• Advising existing and new legislation in
the US relating to testing, notification and
registration of chemicals including the US
Congress’ ongoing efforts to revise the
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
• Lobbying, tracking and consulting on EU
chemicals regulations — Registration,
Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction
of Chemicals (REACH); Chemicals (Hazard
Information and Packaging for Supply)
(CHIP); and Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health (COSHH)

• Advising a manufacturer on a proposed
harmonised classification and labelling
of a substance under the-prior dangerous
substances regime and stakeholder actions
that can be taken to participate, influence
and challenge the process.
• Advising a test laboratory on the
legal implications of becoming an
Only Representative and the potential
implications and liabilities including those
under competition law and product liability.
• Advising a US manufacturer on obligations
associating with responding to requests
for information regarding the presence of
Substances of Very High Concern within
its product range and associated risk
management.
• Sitting on the REACH implementation team
for a large multijurisdictional technology
company to provide legal guidance on the
introduction of structures and procedures
to ensure legal compliance across all their
business units.
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ABOUT SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS
5 reasons why Squire Patton Boggs is
different and better
1. Global presence: top-tier global legal
practice with over 1,300 lawyers in 39
offices in 19 countries
2. Technical expertise: global market
leading lawyers in REACH, chemical
regulatory and environmental law providing
advice to the chemicals industry
3. User-friendly: “ability to distil complex
legal issue into user-friendly and pragmatic
advice.” Volvo Car Europe- recent
testimonial
4. Best value: City/ international legal
practice on your doorstep at regional rates
5. Service excellence: “seems to have
discovered the holy grail of top quality
advice at a reasonable cost.” Client
feedback in UK Legal Week’s Client
Satisfaction Report. Ranked number one
practice in 2013’s Report
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Key facts about Squire Patton Boggs
• Among top 20 global legal practices in
terms of number of lawyers
• 15th largest US-based practice based on
number of lawyers
• In 18 countries, 9th broadest global
footprint
• Act for over 50 Global 500 companies
• Roots in industrial heartlands of Western
Europe and US

KEY CONTACTS
David Gordon
Environmental, Safety & Health Partner, UK
T +44 121 222 3204
E david.gordon@squirepb.com

Rob Elvin
Environmental, Safety & Health Partner, UK
T +44 161 830 5257
E rob.elvin@squirepb.com
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